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i. INTRODUCTION

Gauge-invariant tensor gravitation theory which further on

will be called a field gravitation theory was proposed in work' ,

proceeding from the notion of the gravitational field as a phy-

sical one possessing energy-momentum density. An essential feature

of this theory is the description of gravitational field in pseudo-

euclidean space-time. The equations describing the motion of the

matter under influence of the gravitational field are formulated

owing to the identity principle as equations of motion in some

effective Riemanlan «pace-time whose metric tensor gik depends on

gravitational field fife and the metric tensor of the pseudoeucli-

dean space-time yifc.

The transition from peeudoeuclidean geometry to the Riemannian

one with the aim to describe the motion of matter assumes that the

gravitational field whose energy is «pent on creation of the curva-

ture of this space-time should be excluded.



Thus in the field gravitation theory there exist two really

observed space-times.The gravitational wave -front moves along the

geodesies of the flat space-tine, therefore the gravitational waves

may be used for determination of the geometry of pseudoeuclidean

space-time. The front of electromagnetic wave moves along the geode-

sies of the effective Riemannian space-time, consequently the elect-

romagnetic waves and massive particles may be used for determination

of the geometry of this Riemannian space-time.

It should be noted that though in the field gravitation theory

there are two metric tensors g and yik the given theory does not

belong to the class of the so-called bimetric theories either in

its meaning or by the field equations, since in the given scheme the

metric tensor gik reflects only effective action of the gravitatio-

nal field on matter.

Such an approach allows us to conserve all the conservation

laws in their usual sense and as a result the propagation of the

curvature waves in the Riemannian space-time, described with the

curvature tensor ,reflects a usual transport of energy by the waves

in the pseudoeuclidean space-time.Therefore the curvature waves in

the Riemannian space-time are in our approach a direct consequence

of the existence of gravitational waves of Faraday-Maxwell type,

possessing energy-momentum density.

In th» ORT th«?« in no man r*l«tion. Tht OUT hti introduced

a field of a new type, described by the euwatur* tmior. This field—



does not belong to the fields of Faraday-Maxwell type.The Riemannian

space-time itself arises in the Einstein's theory as a solution of

the field equations and may be created without matter, by the geo-

metry itself. Therefore the curvature waves transfer energy to mat-

ter on one hand, since there is their action on matter, and on the

other hand, this energy transfer is not supported by the existence

of gravitational waves of Faraday-Maxwell type and consequently,

the conservation law does not take place in its usual sense. As a

result the calculations of the energy lost by the source, as well

as definition of energy fluxes for gravitational waves become impos-

sible in the Einstein's theory. As a rule the calculations of gravi-

tational field energy with the help of energy-momentum pseudotensor

/2/ f

have no physical sense, since, as was shown in and in Section 1 f

of this paper energy-momentum pseudotensors are not energy characte- I

ristics of gravitational field and do not reflect the existence of

the curvature waves. Therefore the formula quoted in all the text -

books to calculate the energy losses in linear approximation is not

a consequence of the Einstein's theory.

The energy flux turning into zero is in a complete agreement

with the Einstein's statement' ' since one can always turn into zero

the components of energy-momentum pseudotensor by an appropriate

choice a coordinate system. In connection with this it is a rule to

speak about principle of nonlocalization of gravitational field ener-



gy in the GRT, i.e., local distribution of gravitational field ener-

gy has no physical sense since it depends on the choice for the

coordinate system, and only total energy of closed systems may be

defined. However even such a statement is unsatisfactory.

Indeed, local distribution of gravitational field "energy",de-

fined with the help of energy-momentum pseudotensor, depends on the

choice for the coordinate system and may be turned into zero in any

point of space, which is usually interpreted as absence of "energy

density" of gravitational field in the given point. At the same

time the action of the curvature waves on matter cannot be elimina-

ted by any choice for the coordinate system, and the curvature waves

transfer gravitational field energy to matter, thus exhibiting the

presence of local energy density of gravitational field. Therefore

the only and true statement in this case is that the description of

energy "transfer"using the pseudotensor has nothing in common with

a real process of energy transfer by the curvature waves. This is

seen quite obviously if we take as an example explicite wave solutions,

when the components of energy momentum pseudotensor are equal to

zero everywhere, and the curvature waves are available. Even more in

the case of flat space-time, when the metric tensor of Riemannian

ik

space-time g is equal to the metric tensor of peeudoeuclldean spa-

ce-time yik, the components of energy-momentum pseudotensor may not

turn.into zero, though the gravitational field is absent and all the



components of the curvature tensor are equal to zero in any coordi-

nate system.

For instance in the spherical coordinate system of pseudoeuc-

lidean space time
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for the component r of Einstein's pseudotensor we have

It is obvious that r° >o and total energy of gravitational field

in this coordinate system appears to be infinite.

The energy density of gravitational field, defined via Landau-

Lifshitz pseudotensor, is negative in the same case

(fl [l
• otr

and total energy will also be infinite, but negative.

From the examples quoted it follows that energy-momentum pseu-

dotensors in Einstein's theory are not physical characteristics of

gravitational field and have not any physical sense. Thus in Ein -

stein's theory calculations of energy lost by a source and defini-

tion of gravitational wave energy fluxes using any energy-momentum

pseudotensors have no physical sense and do not reflect to any ex-

tent real physical process of the curvature wave propagation.

Thus in the Einstein's theory one may speak only about curva-

ture waves, since right with them one associates energy transfer,



and the curvature tensor is a local characteristic of gravitational

field in the GRT. The gravitational field understood in such a way

does not depend on the choice for the coordinate system: if it does

exist in any coordinate system it should differ from zero in any

other coordinate system. In the GRT there is no conservation law

for energy-momentum of matter and for gravitational field, and con-

sequently there are no conserved physical quantities: total momen-

tum,angular momentum. In the Einstein's theory one can speak only

about the energy-momentum balance between matter and gravitational

field (described by covarlant conservation equation).

The changes in energy of matter due to the presence cf curva-

ture waves are described by covariant conservation equations

Integrating this equation at 1=0 over the physical space'4' we will

obtain

^ O 0 0O ° k e . (2)

From this expression it is seen that changes in energy of matter in

some volume takes place not only due to the presence of energy flux

of matter through the surface, overlapping this volume, but due to

energy transferred by the curvature waves to matter,which is inside

this volume. Therefore this conservation equation (1) means that the

energy of matter changes because of the action of a metric field

and reflects only energy balance but not the conservation law,since

8



from (2) and (1) it does not follow that there exists a quantity,

which is conserved in this process.

In the GRT we may speak only about one conserved quantity,

which is equal to

(-g)* [T + t ] = 0, (A)
i i

where

i o~~
l
 i ~ "T i

Indeed from the covariant equation for conservation of energy*

momentum tensor of matter T.

we have

к i ik £ tk »

Using the Einstein's equations

we will obtain

From relation

R« 1 JA.
m;£ 2 5x"»

i t follows that

(-Я)" ir/k tk

 + (2a- 1)Г^к if ] = ак [(-д)* t" 1.
e

Substituting this expression into the RHS of (3) we will obtain the

conservation law in the form

d I(-g)"lT
l

k
 + tf]J-O. (3a)
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Quite similarly we may derive a conservation law in the fora

5kf(-e)*[T
lk+tik]l = 0. (3b)

Owing to the field equations, the conserved quantities in expres-

sions (3a), (3b) are equal to zero.

This conclusion is in agreement with the ideas of Lorentz and

Levi-Civita , who considered the quantities t|5 as energy characte-

ristics of gravitational field.

But introduction of such conservation law into the GRT did not

satisfy Einstein. He wrote' ': "indeed one cannot put forward any

logical objection against such a definition. However I

find that from equation (A) no consequences may be drawn similar to

the ones we used to make from the conservation laws. It is connec-

ted with the fact that according to (A) the components of the total

energy tensor turn into zero everywhere.

Further on Einstein noted that according to equation (A) ma-

terial system may completely dissolve leaving no traces, since its

energy (A) is equal to zero.

However he considered, that gravitational field interacting

with matter should possess some conservation law. And this con-

servation law was related by him to the existence of energy-momen-

turn pseudotensor. For this purpose the quantity (-g)at* is divided

in an noncovarlant way into two addends:

("9)*tk=(-g)>-aaaf, (so

10



where a
ni
 =-o

n
 is (pseudo) tensor of a spin. Substituting expres-

sion (3c) into equation (3a) we obtain two differential relations:

<?
к
Ц-9)"(Т.

к

 +
 ^ )] = 0,

Э д а
ак
 = 0.

Ic n x

Whereof, when there are no fluxes of matter through the surface,li-

miting the integration volume, we have

r
e
«(-e)' ,

 ( 3 d
)
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The first one from these expressions shows that the decrease of the

quantity (-g)
a
[T° + т° ] in the integration volume is equal to the

flux of quantity (-g)
a
r° through the surface, which limits the in-

tegration volume.

In a similar way, from the second expression it follows that

the increase of the divergence of (pseudo) tensor of spin д <г"° in

the integration volume is equal to the flux of the quantity d
B
<r"

e

through the surface which limits this volume. It should be noted,

that the flux of the quantity (-9) г* owing to Einstein's

equations is completely compensated by the flux of divergence of

(pseudo) tensor of spin д
п
в
а
.Т?от precise solutions of Einstein's

equations, that make the components r
o

a
 of energy-momentum pseudo-

tensor equal to zero, from expression (3e) it follows that

there is a conserved quantity

-8 ) " [T° + r°
o
 ] = b = const. (3f)
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Thus if one proceeds from conservation law (3d), then in the trea-

ted case gravitational field energy, defined by the pseudotensor,

does not change in the volume, but the curvature wave? go away ne-

vertheless. This fact may be interpreted as energy production. This

conclusion is correct if we, following Einstein's ideology, will

take as basis relations (1) and (3d).However in the GRT alongside

with relation (3d) we have (usually not taken into account) rela-

tion (3e) which brings us to another conserved quantity which is

equal but opposite in sign to the quantity b(see 3f). The account

for this fact makes it clear that we are dealing not with the con-

servation law but with a local fulfilment of the field equations.

Thus we do not have a standard conservation law for matter

energy-momentum and gravitational field in the GRT. Similar results

are obtained in the case of contravariant tensor density.

M " tlk=(-8)V
k-ano»

ki'

where o" =-oknl processing from (3b). The choice for the energy-mo-

mentum pseudotensor depends to a great extent on the requirements of

the authors and was made on the basis of secondary properties. For

instance, at a = 0 and

we come to^he Lorentz pseudotensor which coincides with the canoni-

cal (pseudo) tensor of energy-momentum, obtained with the noncova-

riant method of infinitesimal displacements from covariant density

12



of the Lagrangian of gravitational field L
g

At a = 0 and

f ^ 9
k f
 - д

к ю
я

п г
 )3

we will obtain the Einstein's pseudotensor, which coincides with

the canonical (pseudo)tensor of energy-momentum, obtained from non-

covariant density of the gravitational field Lagrangian L =y/-gG.

Landau-Lifshitz pseudotensor may be obtain if we choose a = 1 and

ff
nik
 = _l £-[-e(9Utflnm-Qln9ltm)3. " should be noted that

i6w dx
tensor densities (-g)at* and (-g)atik are divided in an arbitrary

way and have no physical sense. Sometimes the pseudotensor may be

chosen in such a way, that under coordinate transformation the com-

ponents T% turn into zero in the whole space. For instance, in the

case of the Lorentz pseudotensor £а
**0;%°°*А (synchronous reference

frame) the components r
a
 are equal to zero in the whole space,though

here we have a great varity of Einstein's equation solutions, for

which there are available curvature waves. Thus as we see, the ener-

gy-momentum pseudotensors are not physical characteristics of gra-

vitational field and have nothing to do with the existence of

the curvature waves in the GRT. In the Einstein's theory the curva-

ture tensor is a characteristic of gravitational field. However this

characteristic reflects rather a capability of gravitational field

to change the energy of matter,i.e.reflects a force action of gravi-

tational field on matter. But the description with the help of the

13



curvature waves does not give any information about energy flux.

In all other physical processes (e.g. electromagnetic ones)

one may define not only the force action of the field on matter,but to

consider the energy transfer by wave in the spirit of Maxwell-Fa-

raday: to investigate the character of field intensity distribution

in space, to define energy flux through the surface, to calculate

the changes of energy-momentum in radiation and absorption proces-

ses, etc. All this is not available in the GRT. Some authors state'
1
'
5
/

that gravitational waves do not carry energy-momentum in the GRT.

This conclusion is made by them on the basis of formalism of pseu-

dotensors. From our viewpoint, this conclusion is quite rightfull

in the sense that pseudotensors are not related to gravitational

waves in any way in the GRT. In the Einstein's theory there exist

the curvature waves, that can exercise force action on material sys-

tem, changing their energy-momentum. However it should especially

be noted that in the GRT there do not exist any energy-momentum con-

servation laws for the curvature waves. From our point of view,ener-

gy is generated in the GRT, since the Rieeannian space-time arises

on the basis of field ф for which the symmetric tensor of energy-

momentum is equal to zero.

In the field gravitational theory the notion of the energy-

momentum tensor is a common one for all the physical fields, there-

fore the existence of the curvature waves in the Riemsnnian space-



time reflects the energy transfer by the gravitational waves in the

pseudoeuclidean space-time.

The field equations of the field cheory differ from the equa-

tions of the Einstein's theory, which results in considerably dif-

ferent descriptions of the effects л strong gravitational fields,

as well as in the properties of gravitational waves. One of these

differences is the absence of gravitational ray deflection, travel-

ling near the massive bodies. As a result the massive bodies does

not realize a focusing influence on gravitational wave. Besides, on

the contrary of the Einstein's theory, the changing of the frequen- j
r

ces of free gravitational waves, emitted by some source, takes pla-

ce only due to a motion of the source (Doppler-effect), since gra- "'.>'

vitational red shift of free gravitational waves is absent in vacuum.

The present work is devoted to the description of the availab-

le set of gravitational experiments in the framework of the field

gravitation theory.

In Sections 2,3 post-Newtonian approximation of the field gra-

vitation theory has been constructed and on the basis of this appro-

ximation it has been shown that the field theory allows one to desc-

ribe the whole set of experimental facts. The comparison of post-

Newtonian parameters in field gravitation theory with those in the

Einstein's CRT makes it clear that these two theories are undistingui-

shable from the viewpoint of any experiments, realized with post-



Newtonian accuracy. In Sections 4,5,6 gravitational field of an

island type source with spherically symmetrical distribution of

matter and unstationary homogeneous model of Universe,which allows

to describe the effect of cosmological red shift,are under inves-

tigation.

2. POST-NEWTONIAN APPROXIMATION OF FIEU> GRAVITATION THEORY

Till recently the requirements for possible gravitational

theories came only to the necessity to derive Newtonian law in the

limits of weak field, as well as to describe three effects, that

could be observed: gravitaional red shift in the solar field,light

ray bent by the Sun and Mercury perihelion displacement. The measu-

rements of the equality of gravitational H and inertial 11 masses

performed in the last century by Bessel and Eotvos were rather clo-

sely related to these experiments. As a result of these measure-

ments it was stated, that for the bodies of laboratory sizes the

ratio of the gravitational mass to the inertial one may differ from

a unity not more than by 10~9 independently of the kind of material

used. This result made a very deep impression on Einstein and pro-

vided him with an idea to formulate the principle of equivalence.

Thought this result is understood as an equality of gravita-

tional and inertial masses with a very high precision, it does not

mean at all that the bodies of larger sizes have coinciding gravita-



tional and inertial Basses with the same accuracy. In the case of

the bodies with lab sizes the gravitational self-energy of a body,

the energy of elastic deformations, etc., are very small quantities

as compared with the total energy of a body. According to the esti-

mations of Nordtvedt'
6
' for a body of the mass M, with characteris-

tic sizes a, the ratio of the gravitational self-energy of the body

to its total energy is equal to

GM G p a 2

= — i — Я/ • • Hi f

C 2 0 C2

where p is the body density.

This ratio is equal to 10"
2 5
 in the order of magnitude for

the bodies of lab sizes. Therefore at the measurement accuracy of

I0~
9
 one can say nothing how the gravitational self-energy is dist-

ributed between the inertial and gravitational masses of the body.

Even the gravitational experiments performed with higher accuracy

(10-11 in the experiment of Dicke group"' and 10 in the experi-

ment of Braginskl group) do not give an answer to this question.The-

refore one can state, that gravimetric measurements result in equa-

lity of the gravitational and inertial masses only of point bodies,

i.e. the body of Infinitesimal sizes, infinitesimal gravitational

self-energy, energy of elastic deformation and so on. To solve the

question on the equality of gravitational and inertial masses one

17



has either to improve very much the accuracy of gravimetric expe-

riments with the test bodies or to perform measurements with the

bodies of larger sizes, e.g., with planets for which the ratio of

the gravitational self-energy to the total energy is quite signifi-

cantly larger than in the case of the test bodies. In the latter

case the consequence of the inequality between the gravitational and

inertial masses of a planet there will take place small perturbations

of its orbit. However the traditional methods of the optical astro-

nomy did not allow one to measure the parameters of the planet orbit

with an accuracy necessary for these purposes. Besides no approp-

riate theoretical method was worked out for these experiments.

Thus then available requirements for possible gravitation

theories were quite obviously ^insufficient, since a very large num-

ber of theories satisfied these requirements. Qualitatively new ex-

periments were necessary for further selection of the gravitation

theories.

New opportunities for more precise measurement of the planet

orbit parameters (and the Moon first of all), for earring new expe-

riments within the Solar system, appeared at present in connection

with further development of experimental technique, and austronau-

tlcs in particular,and improved measurement accuracy. The quoted ex-

periments help to narrow the circle ot viable gravitational theories.

To make the comparison of the results from experiments performed

18



within the Solar system with the predictions of several gravitation

theories easier, Nordtvedt and Will
/ 9 /
 worked out formalism,called

parametrized post-Newtonian (PPK).

In this formalise the metrics of the Riemannian space-time,

produced by some body which is characterized with energy-momentum

tensor of ideal liquid, is written down in the post-Newtonian li-

mit as an expansion into a series over any functionals from small

quantities. In the Solar system such small quantities are Newtonian

gravitational potential U, the square of the average velocity of

planets and other bodies of the system |^ | , specific pressure p/p

о

and specific energy density П, They have approximately the same

order. The most general form of the metrics in the post-Newtonian

limit, written down through arbitrary constants (the so-called re-

considered parameters of Will-Nordtvedt) is

fl
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Here the functional of
 U

'
 v2
'"J-'

n
 Ь*™

 t n e
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0
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R
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They are presented with arbitrary paraaetera /3 , у , £ , ( , ( ,

f i Oj . o2, o3. The vector «u-ico1, ш2
,о>

3
\ is the velocity of the

reference system with respect to some universal rest fraae.

Sometimes the post-Newtonian expansion of metric (4) is pre-

sented via the Will parameters: y, P , P
t>
 P

2
, P

3
, fi

4>
 € , Д ^ Д

2
,

f . These parameters are liniarly connected with the re-conside-

red Will-Hordtvedt parameters:

20



In the present work we will use the re-considered Will-Nordvedt

parameters.

For each gravitational theory, whose natural geometry for

deacriptlon of matter will be the Rleaannlan one,we will have a

corresponding aet of values for ten post-Newtonian paraaetera /3,

г м , ! » , ! ! , . ^ ! ^ . ^ . ^ »f
w
 * « • *»• •tandpoint of experi-

ments performed in the Solar system» one gravitation theory will

differ from another only in the value for these parameters. It is

quite naturally assumed that the metric tensor g
l k
 of each gravi-

tational theory should be presented in the same coordinate system,

in which metric tensor (4) is presented, otherwise any comparison

of post-Newtonian parameters looses sense, since different sets of

parameters correspond to different coordinate systems. Therefore

after defining the metric tensor g
l k
 created by the gravitational

field of the Solar system, one should proceed to the "canonical"

coordinate system, where the metric tensor g
l k
 has form.(4).

To find out the gravitational theories, which in the post-

Newtonian limit allow one to describe all the experiments performed

in the Solar system, it is sufficient to derive from these experi-

ments the values for ten post-Newtonian parameters and to select

only those theories, whose post-Newtonian approximation leads to a

value of the parameters, coinciding with the ones obtained in the

experiments. Then all these gravitation theories will be undlstla-

31



guishable from the viewpoint of the experiments, performed with

post-Newtonian precision.

Further selection of gravitational theory adequate to rea-

lity, is connected either with higher measurement accuracy or with

the search for possibilities to study the properties of gravitatio-

nal waves and phenomena in strong gravitational fields.

Let us define now, what set of values for post-Newtonian

parameters corresponds to the field gravitational theory, proposed

in ref/ 3 /.

The gravitational field equations in the given theory for cal-

culations of the post-Newtonian approximation are presented in the

fora
2,»» . nm i

• f =-16irJ ; £3=^5 . (6)

If one uses the notations

| _(p ̂ 8» . я m a m nm.

then for the tensor current J
M l
we obtain the following expression

The metric tensor of Riemannian space-time g
l k
 is a local function

dependent only on the fields f and metric tensor ot flat space-

time.

22



Proceeding from the requirement for correspondence, an expression

for the metric tensor of Riemannian space-time in the linear appro-

ximation over the field was obtained in work

g * У +1 _ JL, i
p
 . (9)

nm 'on no 2
 в ю р

One might assume that relation (9) is a precise coupling equation

and it is funfilled always but not only in the linear approxima-

tion over the weak field t . Thus the constructed theory may be

considered as a "quasilinear" gravitation theory according to Will's

terminology. However as was shown in ref. any "quasilinear"gra-

vitation theory possessing the properties of asymptotical Lorentz

invariance, contradicts the results of experiment. Therefore rela-

tion (9) should be just an expansion of the coupling equation with

an accuracy apart from the linear terms over the weak field f .

Thus the coupling equation g ^ = g (у±ь> f
i k
) should be nonlinear

with respect to the field f
ik
. In the case of a weak field the ex-

pansion of this equation with an accuracy up to the quadratic terms

may be presented in the form

5 « У + f _ JLf
p
 у + -L[b, f f

P
 +

•nm 'вш nm 2 P nm 4
 1

 np m

with the coefficients bj, b . b , b. not yet defined.
m О Ъ
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Following Fock/11/ in order to construct the post-Newtonian li-

mit, valid inside the Solar system we will consider a problem of

astronomical type. Let us consider the components of energy-momen-

tum tensor of matter to be equal to zero in the whole space, with

exception for some domains. Inside each domain the energy-momentum

tensor should correspond to the adopted model of ideal liquid and

should satisfy a covariant conservation equation in the Riemannian

space-time. The energy-momentum tensor will depend not only on the

parameters, defining physical properties of the model of cosmic free

bodies but on the metrics of Riemannian space-time as well.Therefore

to write down an expression for the component of the energy-momentum

tensor of matter one should know the metrics. But to define the met-

ric tensor one should solve equation (6), which is possible only in

the case if the energy-momentum tensor is known. This means that

the construction of the energy-momentum tensor of matter should be

made simultaneously with the construction of the metric tensor of

Riemannian space-time.

Let us take an advantage of the fact,that within the Solar

system the maximum values for the gravitational potential, the squa-

re of characteristic velocity, specific pressure and specific inter-

nal energy are of the same order *>c2 where * «10 is some dimension-

less parameter. Therefore in the Solar system the following estima-

tes will be valid
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U O(e); v = Q(a);

П = 0(
е

2
); p/p

o
=0(e

2
).

Besides we will consider the field in the near zone i.e. at dis-

tances from the Sun> considerably smaller than the lengths of gra-

vitational waves, emitted by some object in the So?.ar system, which

travels with characteristic velocity v
a
~ «: R/X~ R--^-~O(e),

In this case the dependence of all the quantities on time is

determined first of all by the motion of matter. Therefore partial

derivatives over time are small as compared with partial derivatives

over coordinates

_ . 0 ( , ) — .
 ( J 1 )

The problem of simultaneous definition of the energy momentum

tensor of matter and the metric tensor of Riemancian space-time will

be solved in several consequent steps, each of them will correspond

an expansion if precise equations over the powers of dimensionless

parameter E .

We have the following precise relations: the density of the

energy-momentum tensor of ideal liquid

o m -pg I i m 3 r (13)

coyariant equation of continuity
y
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and equation of conservation of energy-momentum tensor density of

matter in Riemannian space-time

V T
 m
 = д T

n m
+ r

m
 T°

P
 = o, (35)

n n np

dx
1

where £ is the total energy density of ideal liquid;u* = — — is

ds
IB

four dimensional velocity;Г are connections of Riemannian space-

time.

Gravitational field equations (6) and coupling equation (10)

may more conveniently be presented in the form

+ 7

1

where the following notations have been introduced

Let us expand the quantities from equations (13)-(16) into series

over the small parameter e. If one neglects the energy lost by emis-

sion of gravitational waves, then these decompositions should be

valid even at the inverse of the sign of time. When we inverse

the sign of time, I.e. when the coordinate x° is transfor-
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пей into -x°, the components ч
а
, v"", T °

a
, g , A°

a
, — — change

л
 oo д x°

their sign for the opposite one. Since v»e and —£-*>E — — then
d%° dxa

under inversion of the sign of time the dimensionlesd parameter «

will also change its sign. Whereof it follows that under condition

of neglecting the energy lost by the gravitational wave emission,

the expansion of the components X°a, T°a , 0 , 1A contain only

odd powers of the parameter and the expansion of the other compo-

nents-only even powers of the parameter E .

We will write down the expansion of the tensor current A™"

and of the x"m in the form

X = X + X + ••• (20)

A : L > » ?«*
A = A + A +A +...,

where the components of the zero A first A and second A

approximation have the following order of smallness

CA>oe ~ 0(a); (A°° - 0(1); %«? « 0(1);

Let's rewrite gravitational field equations (16) with account for

expansion (20), (21) and estimate (12) in the form of a series of

consequent approximations

01

From expressions (7) and (10) we obtain
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Then for the tensor current A™ we have
(°) (°) i (o)
A n m = -Д( Г т - - L y

n m T e p

y );
2 eP

ер 2 *Р

То define the post-Newtonian parameters it is sufficient to de-

fine the componets g д with an accuracy up to t , the components g
а
Н о д

with an accuracy up to e
3
 and the component g with an accuracy

up to И. From coupling equation (37) it follows that for this pur-

aB
pose we must define the components of the field x with an accuracy

up to «
2
,x with an accuracy up to e

3
 and ?f° with an accuracy up

to e
4
.

In the initial approximation we assume that the metric tensor

of Riemannian space-time coincides with the metric tensor of pseudo-

euclidean space-time, i.e., we neglect the gravitational forces.Then

equations (14)and (16) take the form
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5
п
Т

ЯО
=0(а

3
); 5

n
f

a
=O(s

2
). (26)

With account for estimates (11) from these equations we derive that

u°=l +0( £
2); ua =4^1+0(8 2 ));

Therefore the components of the tensor current A™" in the zero order

approximation may be presented in the form

(o)
A OU . / ОС \

= -Д(р v );
О

Then from equation (22) we obtain

„a
P o
 . d ^ . (28)

As a result the components of the metric tensor of Riemannian space-

time (17) in the first order approximation may be written in the form

g
oo
 = l-2U + 0(€4);

g°° = 4Va (l+0(e
2));

C=w i + 2 u ) + o ( 6 4 )- (29)

Knowing the metric in th'is approximation one can define the compo-

nents of energy-momentum tensor of matter in the next approximation.

Using expression (29) we find that
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2U +0(И); u°-1 + U + I?+0(e4);

at дж

Го° — ^ + 0 ( £ 4 ) ; Гйу = 0 ( б 2 ) ; <30>

We also introduce the conserved density of mass p in accordance with

°the equality p = ̂ -g p o

To obtain the metrics in the next approximation we need to

construct the density of energy-momentum tensor of matter, which

whould satisfy conservation equations (15):

д T°° + Г° T ° ° + 3 T a o + 2Г° - 5

о oo a oa

due to the covariant equation of continuity

г ЭР

and the motion equation for ideal liquid in Newtonian approximation

One can easily set convinced, that these requirements are met by the

following components of the density of matter energy-momentum

T
o o
=

p
(l

+
.I?

 +
 n

 +
 U)

 +
 0(e

4
);
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In this we have the following relation between the conserved p and

invariant p
o
 densities of the mass

^
 4

From expressions (31) and (32) we have

(33)

To obtain the post-Newtonian approximation the only remaining thing

(2)

to be defined is the component x°° Equations (23) for the compo-

nent x°°take the form (with account for (25), (28), (30) (33)

Having solved this equations we obtain

(a) a
2

2̂  J ^ 4 4 ^ - 2 Ф з - 6 Ф 4 +8(Ь 1 + Ь 2 +Ь 3 +Ь 4 -1)Ф 2 .

Using expressions (17), (28) and (34) we present the metrics
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of Riemannian space-time in post-Newtonian approximation in the form

g = 1 - 2 U + 2BU2-4<* + 4(В-2)Ф,-2^ -6Ф -

-jLfp Rdv + 0(e6),
at2 • ( 3 5 )

g «4V +0(.5), дл Д = уд(1+2и)+О(е

4),
oe a «p ap

where the following notation has been introduced

B = 2(b + b +b +b ).
3. 2 3 4

In order to define the values for the post-Newtonian parameters in

our theory it is necessary to go into the coordinate system, in which

post-Newtonian expansion of metric (4) has been written. If we car-

ry out coordinate transformations

x'" = x
n
 + f°(x). (36)

and consider that

then metric (35) will have in the new coordinate system the form

fl' =g -Id f +0(e
6
),

00 00 О О

•i-^-'.W.***
11 <37)

For the "canonical" coordinate system one usually chooses such a

coordinate system, where the nondiagonal components of the special

part of the metric tensor g
i k
 are equal to zero

g' =
fl
' =g' =0

12 23 13
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and besides the component goo does not have terms of the form

<?t 2

This requirement allows one to define unambigously the four-vector

n
£ with the required accuracy. In our case for transition to the

"canonical" coordinate system it is necessary to choose the follow-

ing four-vector (a;

2 dt

Coordinate transformation (36) with application of this four-vec-

tor from the physical point of view means, that the time coordinate

is fixed in each point with an accuracy up to Q(es). [.

У
Using the equation of continuity (14) we obtain

'•<,-T
( v
«-

w
-

) e

Thus, finally we have the following expression for the metric ten-

sor of Riemannian space-time

go'o = 1 - 2U + 2BU2 - 4Ф х + 4(В-2)Ф 2 -

- 2 Ф з - 6 Ф 4 + О ( е

6 ) ;

g
 y O

(l
+
2U) 0(H). (38)

aft ap

For the case when the source of gravitational field is a static

spherically symmetric body with the radius a
/
this metric takes the

form
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4£
Г

 2 (39)

0 + l4> *«•?

where M is the total mass of the field source;

M = 4 f f fP [ 1 + 2 ( 2 - B ) U + n + — ] r 2 d r . (40)

From expressions (38) and (4) it follows, that in the field gravita

tion theory' ' post-Newtonian parameters take the following values

For comparison we mention that in the GRT post-Newtonian parameters

/9/
have the following values

у = 1; /3=1; a =a =o = Q;

f -; -f -f -f -a

Thus at /8= 2(b + b + b
3
 + b

4
) = 1 post-Newtonian parameters of

the field gravitation theory and the GRT will coincide completely,

and consequently these two theories will be undistiguishable from the

standpoint of any experiment performed in the gravitational field

of the Solar system (with the post-Newtonian accuracy in measure-

ments) ,

/12/
As was shown in work the equality of three parameters a

to zero has a definite physical sense; any gravitational theory, in

which a.- «
2

= а
з

 =
 °> does not have a preferred refe-
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rence frame 'in the post-Newtonian limit. In this case by transition

from the reference frame to a frame in motion, the metrics of Rieman-

nian space-time in the post-Newtonian limit is form-invariant, and

the velocity ш
а
 of a new coordinate system with respect to the re -

ference frame in the explicit form does not enter the metrics.

From expression (42) it follows that in the field gravita-

tion theory there is no preffered reference frame.

A linear dependence of the parameters £ and a has also quite

/13/
certain physical sense. As was shown in work if relations

V 0' ̂ з=0;

( 4 2 >

are fulfilled the post-Newtonian equations of motion will allow one

to introduce in the case of isolated system of bodies conserved

quantities, which may be interpreted as energy momentum and angular

momentum of this system of bodies in the post-Newtonian approxima-

tion. If in any gravitational theory at least one of the relations

(42) is not fulfilled, then in such a theory an isolated system will

not have all the ten conservation laws in the post-Newtonian appro-

ximation. In these cases self-acceleration for even one isolated bo-

dy is possible.

Since in the field gravitation theory the isolated system

has all the ten conservation laws in their, usual meaning, then these
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conservation laws will take place in the post-Newtonian approxima-

tion aa well. The fulfillment of relation (42) in the field gravi-

tation theory confirms this conclusion.

No limitations are imposed on the values for the parameters

b,, b
2
, b

3
 and b, in the field gravitation theory, therefore it

is quite natural to use the results of gravitational experiments

to determine these quantities.

It is worth noting that in the post-Newtonian limit quadratic

terms in the coupling equation (10) are undistinguishable: not a

single experiment in the gravitational field of the Solar system

performed at the post-Newtonian level will allow us to define the

coefficients b*, b2» b» and b
4
 separately. Only the sum of В =

= 2(b
1
+b

2
+b_+b ) can be defined from these experiments.

As will be shown in Section 6 the measurements of the decele-

ration parameter of the expanding homogeneous Universe in the neigh-

bourhood of the present instant of time allow to determine the va-

lue for another linear combination of these coefficients bj+3b
2
+

+3b
3
+9b

4
. The coefficients b-j, b , b

3
 and b

4
 may be defined from

the experiments in the Solar system only after the measurement ac-

curacy is improved up to the postpost-Newtonian level.

3. GRAVITATIONAL EXPERIMENTS IN THE SOLAR SYSTEM

Let us consider the limitations that are imposed onto the va-.

lues of the post-Newtonian parameters by experiments and let us de-
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fin© the values for the parameter В = 2(bi+b
2
+b

3
+b

4
) when the ex-

perimental results Jjecome in agreement with the predictions of the

field gravitational theory.

The analysis of these experiments will be carried out in

the following fasion:

First we shall consider standard effects -- light and ra-

dio wave deflection in the Solar gravitational field, Mercury peri-

helion shift and measurement of the time delay of the radiosignals

in the Solar gravitational field. The planned experiment on measu-

ring the precession of the gyroscope on the orbit is tightly connec-

ted with the above mentioned experiments. Then we will consider the

Nordtvedt effect,the measurement of the ratio between the active

and passive masses as well as the effects connected with inequality

to zero of the parameters a
1#
 a

2
, °

3
*f<y«

In conclusion to this Section we will briefly treat the obser-

vation results concerning the binary pulsar system PSR 1913+16.

We will not consider the effect of the red shift in the Solar

gravitational field, since this effect is completely described in

the Newtonian approximation'*
4
'.

A static spherically symmetric ball of the R radius is con-

sidered as an ideal model of the Sun in the calculations of stan-

dard effects in the Solar gravitational system. At r » R the metrics

for this case is presented in the form
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< 4 3 )

where M is the total mass of the Sun

M 4 / n (3 l 8 ) U n 3 Jr dr. (44)

о P

From comparison of expressions (39) and (43) it follows that in the

field gravitation theory the parameters у and j3 have the follow-

ing values У
 e
 »

j8 = B = 2(b
1
+b

2
+b

3
+b

4
).

3.3. Light and Radiowave Deflection in the Gravitational

Field of the Sun :

According to work/
35
/ the rays of light and that of radiowaves

treated as massless particles with the impact parameter b when

passing near the Sun are deflected at the angle

2(l + y)M

b

The analysis of the experimental data obtained from tl:o observations

of the light deflection of a remote star as well as of the radiowa-

/16/

ves emitted by quasars, give us reasons to state that the post-

Newtonian parameter у is equal to у = 3+0.2.
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3.2. Time Delay of Radiosignals in the Solar Field

Another and quite independent way to define the post-Newto-

nian parameter у is to measure the time delay of the radiosignals

in the Solar field^
17
/. The essense of this effect lies in the fact

that the time of radiosignal propagation from the Earth to the

reflector, located in some other part of the Solar system and back-

ward, measured with the сlock-on the Earth, differ from the time

taken by the same process but without gravitational field. If the

origin of~ the coordinate system coincides with the Sun, the Earth

coordinates are (x ,y) and the coordinates of the reflector (x , y)>

then the period of the proper time (according to the clock of the

Earth)spent by the signal on the distance to the reflector and

backward is equal to

V2(x
1+
x

2
)(l-

2(l + y)Mfti[—i

When carrying out the experiments on measurement of the time

delay of the radiosignals in the Solar gravitational field the sur-

face of the Planets was used as reflectors as well as the radioap-

paratus on the board of cosmisystems. As a result the following va-

/38/
lue for the parameter у

 n a s
 been obtained

у e l±0,005.
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In the field gravitation- theory similarly with Einstein's GRT the

parameter у has the value у= 1, which is in a good agreement with

the results of these experiments.

3.3. Precession of a Gyroscope Moving along the Orbit Near

the Rotation Earth

If the parameters Oj, a
2
 , a

3
are equal to zero, then the pre-

cession of a gyroscope in the field of the rotating Earth will be

the third independent way to measure the parameter у . According

t o
/19/

 t n e
 angular velocity of the gyroscope precession, on the cir-

i

cular orbit in the Earth field is equal to

where m is the Earth mass, v is gyroscope linear velocity with res-

pect to the Earth centre,J is the Earth angular moment, r is the

radius-vector connecting the Earth centre with the point of gyros-

cope location.

The level of the modern technique gives us a hope, that

this experiment will be realized in the nearest future.

3.4. Mercury Perihelion Shift

In addition to the presence of post-Newtonian corrections in

the equation of motion there are some other factors that influence
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the value of Mercury perihelion shift.They are:attraction of other

planets in the Solar system, the presence of the quadrupole moment

of the Sun, etc. The only uncertain factor among them is the va-

lue of the Solar quadrupole moment,as far as the influence of other

ones they may be calculated with a sufficient accuracy. The total

shift of Mercury perihelion in terms of angular seconds per centu-

ry, due to the presence of the quadrupole moment J
2
 of the Sun and

by post-Newtonian corrections in the equation of motion for Mercu-

ry, is equal to

5^ = 42,98 [tlllZl] + UO0 + S J 2 .

/16/

From the observations it follows that Ьф =41.4 +0.9 of

angular seconds per century.The measurements of the observable

form of the Sun,performed by Dicke and Goldenberg ,for the quan-

tity J
2
 provided us with the value J

2
= (2.5 ± 0.2)«10~®, and

recent measurements made by Hill and his collaborators made it

— 5
clear that J

2
 < 0.5*10 . From comparison of the observed displa-

/22/
cements of Mercury and Mars there was derived an estimation

I I - 5

of the quantity J
2
 '• J

2
 < 3*30 . Thus since there are no direct

measurements of the quadrupole moment of the Sun there remains

a great uncertainty in the value for jS, which is defined with

Mercury perihelion

+ 0.4

/3 = 1
-0.2
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It should be mentioned that in Einstein's GRT the parameter /3 has

the following value /3= 1,while in the field gravitational theory

it is /3= В »= 2<bj + b
2
 + b

3
 + b

4
) .

3.5. Nordtvedt Effect and Moon Laser Banging

/23/
As was noted by Bondi in any gravitational theory we may

distinguish three types of masses; inert mass m ,passive gravi-

tational mass m and active gravitational mass m
Q
. The inert mass

is the mass which appears (and is defined by it) in the second

Newton law:

m
k
 a" = F

e
 .

The passive gravitational mass is the one which experiences the

action of gravitational field. It is defined from the expression

The active gravitational mass is the one which is a source of the

gravitational field

2m.
8 =

 1 --—-•
oo R

In the Newtonian mechanics the third law demands that the active

and passive masses should be equal no matter what the sizes of the

body are and what composition it has. The equality of the inert

mass to the two other is taken as an empirical fact.In the

Einstein's theory the principle of equivalence demands that the

inert mass should be equal to the passive gravitational mass for
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all bodies. In this the equality of the passive and active masses

is not postulated.

In some gravitational theories all the three masses of one

and the same body may differ.Therefore there arises a necessity to

derive a correspondence between them from experiment. As it turned

out from Section 2, the first attempts to measure the ratio between

the passive gravitational mass and the inert one for the bodies of

/7-8/

laboratory dimensions' gave us only partial answer to the ques-

tion, since the accuracy of these experiments was deliberately in-

sufficient so as to define relation between the self-gravitational

energy of the body, the energy of the elastic deformations, etc.

for these masses. Since the ratio of the self-gravitational energy

of the body to its mass increases with the increase of the body

sizes, then it will be more expedient to use astronomical bodies.

Proceeding from the parametrized post-Newtonian expansion of
/24 25/

metric (4) Nordtvedt and Will' ' ' made it clear, that the motion

of astronomical bodies in the gravitational field of a massive

point body will not go on along the geodesies of the Riemannian spa-

ce-time for a wide class of theories, i.e. in the external field

different bodies with non-vanishing size will travel with different

acceleration. The effect was called Nordtvedt one. The presence
u

of such an effect in the gravitational theory means, that the pas-

sive gravitational mass of a body is not equal to the inert mass.
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The equation of motion of such body in the external gravitational

field has the following form in this case

where m is the inert mass of the body; o
a
 are the acceleration com-

ponents of its centre of masses, и external gravitational potential,.

m is the tensor of a passive gravitational mass,
p

From conservation equation (1) one can obtain with the help

of post-Newtonian expansion of metrics (4) the following expression

for the tensor of a passive gravitational mass

„а в о
fH = —1П j V U * \ f l ~ CL + V + J + £ ™" 4 p j "̂ "̂  J "T"

p 1 2 1 Ш

a/S

where

afi i р(х,1)р(хМКх
в
-х'

в
Кх^-х'^

"

in Einstein's GRT

m
p
 =-y m,

in the field theory of gravitation

Thus at В = 1 in the field gravitation theory the passive

gravitational mass is equal to the inert mass similarly with Eins-

tein's theory. The diference between the gravitational mass and

the inert one results in a number of effects. One of these effects
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is polarization of the lfoon orbit in the direction of the Sun, which

results in the eccentricity of the orbit streched in the direc-

tion to the Sun with the amplitude

where c
Q
 is the constant of the order 10

3
 cm and в

о
 is the difference

between the Sun and Moon longitudes

/26,27/
The measurements performed with the help of Moon laser ranging

made it clear that the value for c
o
i; is equal to

c
oV = 0 + 4 cm.

Whereof we may obtain the estimate for

ц = 0 ± 0,03.

In Einstein's theory i/= 0 in the field gravitational theory -q =

с 4(B-1). Since no limitations are imposed onto the quantity В in

the field gravitation theory, it will be quite natural to define

the value for В from experiments. With the help of the results on

the Moon lasar ranging we obtain

|B-1|< 0.008.

Whereof we come to a conclusion that the value В в 1 within the ex-

perimental errors allows one to describe the experiments on the Moon

laser ranging.
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3.6. Active and Passive Gravitational Masses

/28/

For the active gravitational mass Nordtvedt has obtained' '

the following expression in the post-Newtonian approximation:

where e
a
 is a unit vector, that connects the massive body with a

point where its field is measured,

m is the total mass of a body

3
m= fp[l+-i- + П--*-

и
1« x,

i- = — j jr *

In the case of conservative theories (Einstein's theory as well

as gravitation field one belong to them)the active and passive

gravitational masses in the post-Newtonian limit are equal to

m
a
 = m

p
= m [ l + (4j8-y-3)—1.

In the field gravitation theory

B)],

and in Einstein's GRT

/29/

Xreuzer's experiment is one of very few devoted to the measu-

rement of the active gravitational mass. This experiment was perfor-
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med like that. In some tank containing a mixture of two liquids a

teflon cyllinder was submerged, which being hanged on a nilon thread

could travel from one end of the tank to the other one. The mix-

ture of two liquides was chosen such that the teflon cyllinder comp-

letely submerged into this mixture would have a zero buoyancy. In

this case the density of the passive gravitational masses of the

mixture and of the cyllinder would be equal, since the buoyancy for-

ces, caused by the Earth's gravitation, are proportional to the dif-

ference between the densities of passive masses. If the

densities of the active masses of the cyllinder and of the mixture

were different, the periodical motion of the cyllinder to and fro

would have caused some changes in the gravitational field. To mea-

sure these changes of gravitational field there was used a torsion

pendulum in the experiment. From the analysis of the results of this

experiment the following estimations were obtained' .

, +€4X,S

\€3 1'<0,05.

3.7. Preferable Reference Frame and Effects Connected with it

The gravitational theory in which at least one of the parame-

ters a , a ,a differs from zero, has a preferred reference frame.
X 2 3

The predictions of such theories as far as standard effects may coin-

cide with the observational results only in the case the Solar sys-
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tem is the preferred reference frame. However it is more reasonable

to assume that the Solar system,being in motion with respect to

other astral systems,is not distinguished from them, thus it can-

not be a preferred, universal rest frame for such theories. This sys-

tem should more reasonably be connected with the centre of mass of

Galaxy or even Universe.Then the Solar system would move with res-

pect to the universal rest frame with the velocity of 200 km/s.This

quantity is of the same order as that of the Sun with respect to

other Galaxies. Then some effects, which are connected with the mo-

tion with respect to some preferred rest frame/
33
/ become obser-

vable and one gets a possibility to estimate the parameters a ,a ,a .

1 2 3

In the gravitational theories with preferred rest frame the

gravitational constant measured in the gravitational experiments,

may depend on the velocity of motion with respect to such a frame.

In the Earth surface experiments with gravimeter, the special varia-

tions of the gravitational "constant" 8G/G caused by the motion of

the Earth with respect to the Sun and with the motion of the Sun

with respect to the universal preferable reference frame,\ are

^ М^ + а 3 -«^У + la 2 [<v4) 2

+ 2Ui r X^,> +

+ U *
f
) ]i

where v is the orbital velocity of the Earth round the Sun, ш is

the Solar velocity with respect to the chosen reference frame, «,

is a unit vector, directed from the gravimeter to the Earth centre.
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Due to the Earth rotation round its own axis, the vector e
r
 changes

its orientation with respect to the vectors v and Z which results

in periodical changes of the scalar products ve
r
andj

>
e*

r
 with the

periodicity of about 12 hours. This leads to corresponding periodi-

cal changes in the value of the gravity acceleration:for the obser-

vation point at the latitude в of the Earth:

- M - 3• a • 10"
8
 cos

2
в (v ~ 200 km/s).

9
 2

/32/
Using the results of gravitational experiments Will has found

that Ag/g< 10~
9
. Whereof we derive the estimates for the quantities

«
2
 :V«

a
l < 3-Ю-

2
.

The Earth motion round the Sun results also in periodical

changes of the quantity <u V with the periodicity of about one year.

This variation* of G causes contraction and expansion of the Earth,

which in turn, results in periodical changes of the angular ve-

locity of the Earth rotation due to the change of its moment of

inertia:

« 3-10 (a + —-a -a ).

a>
 3

 3 ^ *

From the comparison with the observed values for Acu/tu we obtain

following restriction

1 <0
'

2
*

The motion of the Solar system with respect to the centre of

the Universe may result in abnormal shift of perihelion of the pla-
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/31/
nets 8,ф . For the Mercury an additional contribution to the pe-

rihelion shift in terns of angular seconds per year has the form

Эф = 35a. +80, -4*10 a •

1 • 3

The comparison with the observations and unification of all these

estimates for the parameters yield:

|
Ci
1<0,2; |«J,<3 10"

2
; ]«

3
|!<21<f

S
.

In the field gravitation theory as «ell as in Einstein's

GRT
 a
,«=<*„ = «,= 0 and consequently all the effects are absent.

1 2 3

3.8. Anisotropy Effects with Respect to the Galaxy Centre

The gravitational theories,where the parameter £ is not equal

to zero, permit anisotropy effects, caused by the influence of the

Galaxy gravitational f:Leld/10/.

If one assumes that the Galaxy mass M is concentrated in

the Galaxy centre at the distance of R_ from the Solar system,then

the Galaxy gravitational field will cause periodical changes of the

gravimeter readings with periodicity of 12 hours

where I is the inertia moment, m - the mass and r - the radius of

the Earth, »G is a unit ̂ vector, directed from the gravimeter to

-» " G
the Earth centre and « G= .

R
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Another effect is abnormal shift of perihelion of the planets

due to anisotropy caused by the Galaxy field

9ф=ф —cos^cos'U-A),
2 R

G

where A and /8 are the angular coordinates of the Galaxy centre, a>

is the perihelion angle of the planet in the heliocentric coordina-

tes. The comparison with the observation results allows one to es-

_ 2
tablirh the upper limits for the quantity f : |f ] < 10 •

In the field gravitation theory as well as in the Einstein's

GRT.f •= 0 and all the anisotropy effects, caused by the Galaxy gra-

vitational field, are absent.

3.9. Gravitational wave Bnission by a Binary Pulsar System

The first observations of the pulsar PSH 19134-16 have shown''
33
''

that it is one of the components of a double system and has the pa-

rameters, which permit to observe a number of relativistic effects.

This pulsar has a very small orbital period of rotation T«8 hours,

-3
a relatively high orbital velocity v«10 С and its orbit is of large

eccetricity e «0,6 and small linear dimensions - of the order of

the Solar radius. The other component of the system is not a pulsar.

Since there is no eclipse of the pulsar signal and the linear dimen-

sions of the pulsar orbit are very small, it follows that the compo-

nent should be compact and might be a neutron star, white dwarf, or

another compact object.
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Prom further mesurements it has become clear'
 4
' that the or-

bital rotation period of the pulsar decreases (f = (-3.2+0.6)»10"^

sec per sec) and the periastron of this system shifts by (8ф=

= 4.226+0.002 degrees per year).

Having taken into account all these effects Taylor,Fowler and

McCulloch came to the conclusion that the decrease in the rotation

period and periastron shifts may be explained if one assumes that

the binary system emmits gravitational waves, that carry away the

positive energy in accordance with the formula

Л 45с
5 а/3

„a/3
where G is the gravitational constant, D quadrupole moment of the

source

As a rule the calculations of the energy losses made in the GRT

uder weak field approximation bring us to expression (45) and there

was made a conclusion in work' ^' that the observation results coin-

cide with the predictions of Einstein's theory.

However as is shown in works' ' and in § 1 of this paper formu-

la (45) is not valid in Einstein's theory, since it was obtained

in an incorrect way.

In Einstein's gravitational theory one may speak only about

the curvature waves, the energy transfer is connected with them, but

the conservation laws in their usual sence are absent in this case,
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and as a result the calculations of the energy lost by the source

as well as the definition of the energy fluxes for the gravitational

veves in the GRT become impossible.

Thus Einstein's theory is not able to explain the results of

observation of the binary pulsar system PSR 1913Ц6.

In field gravitation theory'
1
' gravitational field is simi-

lar to all the other physical fields. It possesses energy-momentum

and in the case of weak gravitational waves emitted by slowly moving

source its energy decreases in accordance with formula (45). From

the review of the gravitational experiments we come to a conclusion

that the field gravitational theory provides us with a possibility

to describe the whole set of experimental facts if В = 2(b +b +b -f
Л Л4 ^

+ь
4
) =» i.

4. STATIC SPHERICALLY SYMMETRIC GRAVITATIONAL FIELD

The equations of the field gravitation theory for gra-

vitational field are of the following form

Df» =-l6»rL . (46)
tm Cot

The tensor current In is concentrated only inside the matter and

is of the form

Ib-'t-
1
»!

0
'"»-

0
.

0
'

1 1
^*^

1
'

1 1
-»' <

47
>

where D. denotes the covariant derivative in the pseudoeuclidean

space-time
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(48)

and T"
P
 is energy-momentum tensor of matter in Riemannian space-time.

In the case of a static source of the radius a with spheri-

cally symmetric distribution of matter gravitational field (46)and

the expression for the tensor current (47) become considerably

simpler.

Proceeding from the symmetry of the problem we will find what

components of the tensors If and hg^ will differ from zero in this

case. Let us put the origin of the spherical coordinates into the

source centre.Under rotations of this coordinate system by an ar-

bitrary angle the physical situation should not change owing to the

spherically symmetric distribution of matter. Therefore the compo-

nents of the tensors I л an ho after rotation transformations

should remain the same functions from their transformed argument

as the initial functions from their initial arguments, i.e. these

tensors should be forminvariant under rotation transformations of

the coordinate system. Whereof it follows that in the spherical

coordinates only the following components of tensors lg
e
and

h, differ from zero
tm

Em oo or tt дв фф v

h д = in . n • h / Плл г п i 1= «/

Cm oo or YT \/v ФФ
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since only in this case the tensors I* and h
ff
 are forminvariant

l m
 lm

under rotation transformation.

From expressions (47) and (48) it follows that

Therefore for the case of static spherically symmetric dist-

ribution of matter the tensor L has the components

The field equations in this case are a system of usual dif-

ferential equations of the second order

r
2 г Г

2
 Г» Г» Г2

 ГГ

 Г
2

Here and below the dash denotes the derivation over r.

As a boundary condition for these equations we demand that

the functions f
QO
> f

r r
 and ±. /r should be limited at r-> 0 and turn

into zero at r •* <».

The general solution of the first equation of system (49)

will have the form

f / r> 0 1 oo+ /r dri e e - -16*1 f / r > 0 1 oo+ /re dro i oo$

With account for the boundary conditions we obtain

•}-/
 Г
о*«Ло+/

Г
о

<|г
о

|
оо*-

• о г
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Taking the sum of the second and doubled third equations (49) we

find that

f /ЭЛ t t О * 1 л л * A 14)13

_ uv I ж I | *. л> J /i (70 \ - i /• v v к .
r г о Г г Г2

о о

By substituting this expression into the second equation in (49)

and solving it we finally obtain

(50)

where the notations

2 , ° ° "
 r

2
о о

г
3
 о т<

 r r
o
 r

o
О

have been introduced.

However the components of the tensor current lg
m
 in expres-

sion (51) are not independent because of conditions D i e = 0. In

our case these conditions take the form

B
 = 0. (52)

To obtain from this equality an integral relation between different

components of the tensor current we will do in the following way.

Let us consider the integral over the volume occupied by matter

(k *-l, n > 0 , m^,0):
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1
Г
-

Г
о

х (a cosm<* + а зттф )•
1 ч> 2 ^о

This integral is improper integral with a singularity in the point

r = r . However this integral converges and converges absolutely.

By the definition of the absolute convergence of the improper in-

tegral we have

F= tin /
 Г

° ° [I'
 +
i-l -i-l ]x

v£ -»o (v-v£) |r -r o| о \>

and this limit does not depend on the way of contraction of the do-

main V£ to a singular point r = ro. For our purposes it is more

convenient to choose for the domain V£ a domain enclosed between

two spheres with the radii f-e and t + e , and then to take limit e -»0.

Therefore we re-write the expression for F(r )in the form

F(r) = fsm$ 6eo f cty Ц,Ъ Hojorem^ + oa
»ln m ̂

o
 ] x
2+k

(53)

3r
 ir

 r
о о

Since in this sxpression there is no singularities in the brackets,

then taking into account (52), we obtain F(r)=O.
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By integrating expression (53) over the angles and taking the

limit e -» 0 we have

P
a
 (в) [

This equality is valid for an arbitrary point r, and consequently

for an arbitrary values for the angles в and ф. Whereof it follows

that the expression in the brackets is equal to zero for any 6 and

ф. Integrating this expression in parts and taking into account that

at the boundary of the source l
rr
 = 0 we will derive an important

A

identity, which follows from the conservation of the tensor current

I
 t

 _ n *k

n + 1 * в о
 Г
2 66 tt в

Substituting к в 1, n в 0, we have:

When к e 1, n = 2, we obtain

With the help of these identities one may present the components of

gravitational field in the following form
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(55)

To obtain a metric tensor in the case of static spherically sym-

metric source it remains only to substitute the gravitational field

components f ik into the coupling equation g в g ^ C f ^ ) . However

in the field gravitation theory the coupling equation is known only

in the weak field approximation (30), as for the general case the

structure of this equation has not yet been defined by us. This is

the reason why we cannot say anything about possibilities for the

existence of such objects as"black holes", since this belongs to

strong fields.

Thus let us consider the metric of static spherically symmet-

ric source for the case of weak field. We shall treat an outer r> a

solution. Having introduced the quantities

AU4»/Vdrloe,

A \
 ( 5 6 )

for the external solution we will obtain the following expression

OO f

4,1 (57)
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*»»*'•?-.

in this relations (54), following from current conservation law,

take form

(58)

о Г

With account for all these relations the quantity И may be presented

in the form more convenient for investigations

M =8* /Vdr[l
0o
 - f t ]-•» /'

2
<Hh

o
- f h

n

n
]. (59)

О •» О • <ь Г- .

To obtain the post-Newtonian expansion for the quantities M and /*

it is necessary, as usual, to perform the calculations in successive

steps: firstly we will obtain the expressions for M and ц in New-

tonian approximation, when the effect of gravitation on the energy-

momentum tensor of matter is completely neglected, and only then,

using the Newtonian approximation, we obtain the post-Newtonian ex-

pansion. In the Newtonian approximation the density of the energy-

momentum tensor of matter has the form

„ifc i fc
P «o

 s
o

eo



Therefore the only different from zero component of tensor current

will be the component l
oo
= p

o
.

From equations (49) we obtain

where the potential U for our case has the form

U = 4»rf~ /p r
2
dr + ft it p },

Г о о о о J о о *о

Using expression (9) for a metric tensor in this approximation, we

obtain

g = 1 - 2U; 9 o=y o.
О О О р dfj

With the help of metric in this approximation we can obtain energy-

momentum density in a higher approximation r

T°° =
 Po
 [1 + П + 4U] + 0(e

4
 );

(60)

T
oa
=oV).

Using the expansion of the metric tensor g i k (10) and expres-

sions (48) and (60) we will obtain

Ьсо-РоП + П-ь-гЮ + Ь , - » . -2b, +4b ) ] + 0 ( E 4 ) /

ha/3= yafi t-p + i-poU(2bt + 3b 2 + 2b3 + 4b4

Then for the quantity H we have

M *4*/V

61
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Proa expressions (48) and (60) it follows that equations лтв valid

with an accuracy <*0(E4 )

^ P o U ( 2 b 1 + ЗЬ 2 + 2Ь3 + 4b 4 ) ] . (62)

Thus the expansion of the quantity M starts with the terms

0(e
2
)-a and the quantity p with the terms 0(e

4
)a

S
:

Mo=4»r / r 2 d r p ( )
О

ff/r2dr|p [n + 2(2-B)U] + 3pl«0( e

4)a;
° (63)

l l /, 4 dr[-2p + p o U(2b i + ЗЬ2

3 °

Substituting this expansion into the expression for the metric (10)

we obtain
 2

^-^
п +

 т ^
> + 0(
'
4)> <64)

Whereof we see that the qauntity /i in the post-Newtonian approxi-

mation does not enter the metric.

From expressions (61) and (62) it follows that in the post-

Newtonian approximation the quantity И has the sense of the total

mass of a body, and the quantity ц of the quadrupole moment of so-

me linear combination of isotropic pressure and potential gravita-

tional energy.
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As it was expected, for a static spherically syametric body,

the post-Newtonian expansion of the total Mass coincides with ex-

pression (40), and metric (64) coincides with metric (39).

5. GRAVITATIONAL FIELD OF NONSTATIC SPHERICALLY SYMMETRIC SOURCE

In Einstein's theory the gravitational field of nonstatic

spherically symmetric source outside natter is a static field with

a metric, corresponding to Schwarzschlld solution, owing to Birkhoff

theorem.

We will «how that in the field gravitation theory in the

case of nonstatic spherically symmetric source, the gravitational

field outside the matter is also a static one whose components are

expressed with formula* (56) and (57). Let us consider the case when

matter is distributed in some spherically symmetric ball with the

radius о and its motion is also spherically symmetric in radial

direction.

Due to the symmetry of the problem there are diagonal compo-

nents, and the components T°
r
, h

ol>
, I

o r
 and t

QX
 among the compo-

nents of the tensors T , h , 1 ^ and fg
m
 . All the components of

these tensors, but (ДО), depend on r and t. For the component (фф)

we have;
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Four vector of the «attar velocity haa the lor»

V-|ue<r,t),¥r(r,t),0f0i.

Let w expand the coapomenta of the tensor current Iĝ  and

of gravitational field f^ into the Fourier tiae integral

We will select a static part l#(f> in the spectrtm 1^ (•>,?) .It is

obvious, that the atatic part «ill provide us «ith static aolutlona,-

considered in the Section above. Therefore further on we «ill con-

sider L (ш«?) as a nonstatlc one.

Field equations (46) take the form of usual differential equa-

tions

It is natural to demand for the boundary conditions of these

equations that the functions f^, f
o r
, f

r r
 and ' ^ Z '

8
 •

r
« bounded

at г я о and that the emission condition should be fulfilled at r-m.



Having solved these

H a ) ( w
1/2

equations

r) / r 3 dr 1
J о о «

we obtain

^Atat t )J,.
о© о I/

'XV.

where the following notations have been introduced

The conponents of gravitational field due to tensor current conser-

vation D ^ в 0 satisfy the equation D f ̂ = 0 .

Using outside the matter the gauge transformation

we impose two conditions onto the components of gravitational field,

i.e.
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So as the gauge transformation would not violate the conditionD f.

In

s о the gauge four vector must satisfy the equation

D D* a. - 0.
II 1

outside matter.

Choosing the gauge vector in the fora

2ir
2

 u
<». . • 3/2. „ , 21

 e6

О mm, 1/2 * О О О0 tt 5

one can easily get convinced that all the components of nonstatic

gravitational field outside the matter are equal to zero:f =0.

Thus in the case of nonstatic source with spherically symmet-

ric distribution and matter motion the gravitational field outside

matter is a static one, whose components are defined by formulae

(56) and (57).

6. UONSTATIONARY MODEL OF HOMOGENEOUS UNIVERSE

Field gravitation theory allows one to construct nonsta-

tionary models of the Universe,capable to describe the effect of

cosmological red shift and free from divergencies of Newtonian type.

These models correspond to a flat Universe.
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Astronomical observations make clear that matter in the Uni-

verse is distributed quite nonuniformly.The greatest amount of mat-

ter is concentrated in planets and stars, as for the contribution

of the interstellar gas and radiation to the total mass, it is

rather small.

However when averaging over the space domain, whose linear

dimensions are larger than the distances between Galaxes, the den-

sity of matter in the part-of the Universe which can be observed,

becomes a constant quantity, independent of the position of the

averaging domain centre, naturally one must take into consideration

firstly the uniform isotropic model of the Universe.

In such an approach inhomogeneity in matter distribution,which

manifests itself in averaging over the smaller domains of Galaxy

(clusters of Galaxes, Galaxes, etc.) may be taken into considera-

tion by introducing small inhomogeneous perturbations into back -

ground cosmologocal field of uniform Universe.

A uniform model of the universe admits in the field gravita-

tion theory both monotonous and nonmonotonous behaviour.The charac-

ter of the model behaviours,the age of Universe and other characte-

ristics are greatly dependent on the coupling equations

However If we are interested in the Universe evolution and in

the effects arising in the small neighbourhood (Д*"~10
8
 years)of the
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present instant of time of the Universe intrinsic time we do not

need to know a precise coupling equation. In this case it will be

quite sufficient to expand a metric tensor of Riemannian space-time

over field with an accuracy apart from quadratic terms.

Homogeneous isotroplc Universe is described with the interval

(65)

here the functions U and V depend only on the time variable t:

U = U(t); V = V(t).

The matter in the Universe Is considered as perfect fluid with

the density of energy-momentum tensor

ik.

Due, to we have

entua temsor densityThen tH

1 tWm ,%$}£ form

*', ,5f Using expreeelon (fes) for the lntervel, w« find the connections of

, Rieaannian tpace-time

=U/2U;

(67)

r! =o,
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where the dot denotes an ordinary differentiation over t.

A covariant conservation equation of the energy-momentum ten-

зог density of matter V
k
T = 0 is

i°° + г° т ° \ г°й T * ^ o.
oo afi

Having substituted expressions (66) and (67) into this equation we

obtain

: £(./",•,£/"...
The solution for equation (68) has the form

toV-i-/-=-—• (69)

3 «o £ +p(«)

The coupling equation generally may be presented in the form

npn

*ik 4 k 1 ik 2 in pfc

where fj and f2 are some scalar functions of the invariants
n tip яр

I =f ; | = f f
 #
 .... etc., and the tensor A is constructed from

the tensors у »* f« t y •••» and invariants.

In the case of a weak field coupling equation (70) should

transform into series (10). This gives us a possibility to define
, np

the expansion of the functions r̂  ,r and the tensor A in the case

of the weak field

f . l 2 0(f
2
 )2
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Further consideration will be make in the most general form,

basing on coupling equation (70).

Due to homogeneity of the Universe, the equations of gravita

tional field (46) take the form

(72)

•»
H
np

Additional conditions <9 f« = 0 provide us with

f -f = 0 .
OO ОД

These requirements may be meet if one puts

The constants c
o o
 and c

o a
 when the coordinate system rotates, trans

form as a scalar and vector respectively. Due to the isotropy of

the Universe there should be no preferable directions. Whereof it

follows that с = 0. Further on, from equations (72) it is clear
oa

that cosmological field is defined by the components of the gravi-

tational field f л , since only in the equations for these

components there exists a non-zero source. Without cosmological

np

field (T "0, f
a
o-,0) a metric tensor of the Riemannian space-time

should coincide with the metric tensor of peeudoeuclidean space-

Taking into account expansion (71) one can easily get convin-

ced that this requirement is satisfied under condition c
oo
 = 0,
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Due to the isotropy of the Universe the components of gravita-

tional field faA should take the form

Then

oo 1

3F; l2=3F2;...;ln=3Fn

It can be shown, that

dfloo \ a/3 dU .

Therefore the equations of the field (72) take the form

F."l 1,V
3 / 2i-U K-,U ! 4J-V 3 / 2|. C73,

3 dF dF

For the initial conditions of equation (73) we will take the

conditions at a present moment t = 0:

; U = V = l; i £ = 2H, (74)
d t

where H is the Hubble constant.

/eg/
From experiments it follows that

20«109 years > 1/H > 7.5-109 years
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At such a choice of the initial conditions the cosmological field

at the present moment will be that pseudoeuc1idean background,

against which we consider all the physical processes. From condi-

tions (74) it follows

F(0) = 0; 1 £ | /
dt *-o dF

Let us bring equation (73) to the form

Taking into account conservation equations (68) we will obtain

F 2 = 128ff V 3 / 2 U %

Using the initial conditions we will rewrite these equation in the

form

1 F dF

• - - 777 • / , (75)
о 11 _

 a e
 /V

3
(F)U(F)'

where the following notations have been introduced

e - i i i ; U(F) = f
i
(F);

3H

V(F) = f
x
(F) + Ff

 2
 (F) + F

 2
f

3
(F). (76)

Expressions (69), (75) and (76) define parametrically the

whole evolution of homogeneous isotropic Universe, singular state

being included (hot Universe) with an arbitrary equation for

the state of matter p-p(e) and coupling equation given in the most

general form.
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Let us proceed in expressions (75) and (66) to the proper

time. In the time interval where U(t) differs from zero, one can

Уг
proceed to the proper time r(t) such that U dt = 6r • Then the

integral takes the form

ds
2
 = dr

2
 - V(r)[dx

2

+
 dy

2
 + dz

2
]. (77)

Considering the present moment to be r (0) = 0 we obtain the expres-

sions defining the Universe evolution

,- i ,* fa'

3
 •

f
x
(F) + Ff

2
(F) +F »

3
(F); (79)

dt
"77"' (80)

We shall investigate the obtained solutions for (78) and (80)

in the neighbourhood of the present moment |r|«—- .The case with

1
|

r
 | « — I — corresponds to small values forF such that the func-

4H

tions U and V differ from unity very little. Therefore the expan-

sion of metric in weak field approximation (71) is valid. In our

case when F « * these expansions take the form

f
г
. 1. i-F + ̂-(9 Ь

4 +
 ЗЬ

з
 )F \. 0(F

3
 );

Ax
+
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Besides we assume that in the neighbourhood of the present moment

of proper time the pressure is negligibly small as compared with

energy density p « e • Therefore from equation (80) we obtain that

-3/2
e = £ V . From expansion (81) and (79) we have

U = 1 - I F + j-(9b4 + 3b3)F
2 + 0(F3),

+0(F
3).

Substituting expressions for U, V, £ into integral (78) and perfor-

ming integration, we obtain

r =.-L[F -£-F
2(l- A.) + 0(F

3)]- (82)
4H ° *

Finding from this ratio F and substituting into expression for V,

we have

3 b 2 + 3 b 3 + 9 b 4 ) 3 +

Metric. (77) with the cosmological scale factor V(r)leads to experi-

mentally observed effects. One of them is cosmological red shift,

/37/
discovered in 3929 by Hubble' ' . This effect means a red shift in

the spectral lines, emitted by remote Galaxies and the shift

is directly proportional to the distance between the Galaxy and the

Earth. In the GRT this effect was predicted by the Soviet scientist

A.A.Friedmann in 1922^ .We will also make it clear that the model

of homogeneous Universe in the field gravitation theory in the

neighbourhood of the present moment(f.t Hr< < 1 or at г < <1030
years)

also described a linear character of cosmological red shift.Let an ob-
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server be at the point with the coordinates (x
1
,0

r
0)> We will

assume that in the point (x
o
< x , 0, 0)

 r

o
< 0 there occur two events

separated by an interval of time Ar
o
 (e.g. emission of electromag-

netic waves with a period A r
o
). From the expression for this in-

terval ds
2
= dr

2
 - V(r)[dx

2
 + dy

2
 + dz

2
] =0 we will define an equation

i/

of wave front motion along the axis x: dr = V dx . Consequently,

the first signal will reach the observer at the instant of time r
v

which can be defined from the equality/
36
'
1
'

7

The second signal will arrive at the observer in Ar after the

f irst one f.

v A r i dr i

о -oJyflr)

Subtracting the second expression from the first one we will obtain

r°} Ar° J L TxYTi df

Using an approximate equality

V(rf
H
=1 -Hr

 +
 O(H

2
r

2
);

valid for Hr « 1 we will obtain

If Af
e
«f

o
, Ar

i
«r

1
,then

Ar -Дг
о

 !
"

Н г

1 — H г
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Since т
0
 <т . then Дг

х
 >Ar

o/
i.e., time interval between two sig-

nals, received by the observer at the point x will be larger than

the time interval between these two signals at their emission point

x
o
 . Therefore when electromagnetic waves travel from some source

to an observer their frequency decreases due to cosmological red

shift
 a m t t

 [1 +H(r -r )]-
O» 0 1

-Hubble effect. In this for the sources located not very far from

the observer ( r « 1 / H *» JO
3 0
 light years) this red shift will be li-

nearly dependent on the distance r between the observer and the

source. e> « «
O
0 -Hr).

The deceleration parameter for the expanding"Universe q =

2VV
r 1-

 t
. in the neighbourhood of the given instant of time т = О is

equal to

q
 o
 - 2 - 8 (b

2
 + b

3
 + 4 b

4
) - 1-е + 2 (1 - B).

For comparison we will indicate that in Einstein's theory the slo-

wing down parameter for homogeneous Universe is equal to q
o
=

a
/2.

In Einstein's theory this parameter is one of the most important

quantities, which characterises the homogeneous Universe as a whole:

when the deceleration parameter is q < y (<*•$')— the Universe is

open
 r
when it is q > —(a > 1) - the Universe is closed with finite0

 2

volume, but no boundaries. In the field gravitation' theory the

Universe has infinite volume as any values for the quantities a

and q
o
.
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The results of observations/39/ provide us with the follow-

ing values for the parameters q
o
:

q = 1.5 ±0,4. (83)
о

From estimations of matter mass in Galaxies/
40
/ it follows, that

e
o
 в 3«10~

31
 g/cm

3
.

In this case the value a is equal to

а в 0.06. (84)

Thus, in Einstein's theory the value for the deceleration parameter

obtained from observations contradicts the observed density of

matter in galaxies, which is greatly smaller than it is necessary

for compatability. This contradiction gave a rise to intense sear-

ches for missing matter ("mistery of hidden matter"). However these

searches did not give any definitness in solution of this problem.

In the field gravitation theory, contrary to Einstein's GRT,

the deceleration parameter is defined not only by average density

of matter t
Q
 (parameter a = —•""? ' but

 b v t n e
 post-Newtonian coef-

3H

ficlents b,,b.,b, and b. as well. Therefore the measurement of the

deceleration parameter q
Q
 allows one to measure the quantity

8(b
2
+b

3
+4b

4
) without elaborating post-Newtonian experiments in the

Solar system. Since the results of the Moon laser ranging show that

1-.B- +0.008,

then proceeding from (83) and (84) we will obtain the following
estimate _

 ж -/t
 , - • %

 л
 «

0,8 > 8(Ь
2
 +Ь

3
+4Ь

4
)>-0,1.

The character of behaviour of the homogeneous Universe in

the remote past is greatly dependent on the form of the coupling
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equations at strong gravitational fields. Since we have not yet de-

fined a precise coupling equation, we shall consider the character

of behaviour of the model in remote past in a purely quantitative

way.

If the equation V(F ) = 0 has a solution, then at F = F deter-

minant of the metric tensor as well as its spacial components

turn to zero. Therefore it will be natural to assume, that at F=F,

a singular state of the Universe is realized. Near the singular sta-

te of the №1verse the dominating particles are ultrarelativistic

ones, whose equation of state has the form

P-f.
Having substituted this equation into (60) we will get

/w
2

e = £o/V . (85)

Whereof it follows that when the function V(F) turns into zero,

the density of the Universe total energy turns into infinity, and

at F = F a singular state of the Universe is realized.

Some instant of time in the past r = rm correspond to the mini-

mal positive root F* of the equation V(F) = O . The time -r ~ T
m

may quite naturally be called the age of the Universe. It is equal to
т
 1
 ,

о

It is obvious that the age of the Universe and peculiarities of its

evolution are greatly dependent on coupling equation (70).
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Let us introduce timer* = T + r accounted from the singular state

T
* = JL f

T
4 H

о
_ _*

In the neighbourhood of the singular state (at r«r ) relation (85)

is valid, therefore we shall obtain

(87)

V I - a +aV"/*

Expression (87) is defined by the dependence of the proper

time in the neighbourhood of the singular state on gravitational

field F and thus gives us a possibility to define the behaviour

of the functionV(r)in the given neighbourhood.

It is worth to note that if the equation V(F ) = 0 has no

solution, then the model of the Universe has no singularities.

The behaviour of the functions U and V in the neighbourhood

of the singular state defines to a great extent the flux density

and spectral characteristics of the relict electromagnetic, neutrino

and gravitational radiation. Hence the Investigation of flux densi-

ties and spectral characteristics of these relict radiation would

provide us with a possibility tc define the behaviour ot the coupling

equations at strong gravitational fields.It should be noted that in

the coemplogical model», where the equation V(F )=0 has no solution

there arises the paradox of. Olberse-divergence of the integral for



luminosity of all the stars. Indeed the total energy of the stellar

light p at present moment r = 0 is equal to' '

P= f £(r)[V(r)]2dr, (88)

where £(r) is the proper density of the star luminosity £(r) =

в /n(r,L)dL ; n(r, L) is the density of the stars with absolute

luminosity L at the moment r . To make integral (88) converge it is

necessary that either there should exist a singular state of the

Universe (V(Fj)=O) at finite F
x
 as a result interval (88) is effec-

tively cut at the lower limit at some r = r(Fj ) , or the quantity

V(F(r)) should sufficiently rapidly decrease with the growth of |r|

rV(F(r))£(r)-»0 at 1И--

(F - - ) .

6. CONCLUSION

We have considered possibilities to describe various gravita-

tion effects of field gravitation theory. Post-Newtonian approxima-

tion of the whole theory shows that all the parameters В coincide

with the parameters of Einstein's theory. No limitations are impo-

sed on the value for the parameter В in the field gravitation

theory, therefore from the agreement of the theory predictions and

experimental results it was found that В = 1.
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Thus field gravitation theory and Einstein's theory are indis-

tinguishable from the point of view of any gravitational experiments,

performed with the post-Newtonian accuracy in the gravitation field

of the Solar system. In the field qravitation theory there is no pre-

ferable universal rest frame. It possesses all the ten conservation

laws.

Similarly with Einstein's theory in field gravitation theory

gravitational field of nonstatic spherically symmetric source out-

side the matter is a static field.Nonatationary homogeneous models

of the Universe in field gravitational theory describe cosmological

red shift and admit both monotonous and nonmonotonous behaviour.

Contrary to Einstein's theory, the deceleration parameter is

defined not only average density of matter in the Universe, but by

the post-Newtonian coefficients blt b 2, b 3, b4 as well. Therefore

no difficulties, which take place in Einstein's GRT connected with

unsufficient average density of matter when obtaining the observed

acceleration parameter arise in field gravitation theory.

The review of various gravitational experiments made here

shown that field gravitation theory allows one to describe the

whole set of experimental facts.
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